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Abstract
This paper introduces a scheme which implements the programmable logic controllers’ (PLCs) function based on FPGA. This scheme follows the IEC61131-3 standard, selects Ladder Diagram (LD) to write the PLC programs and selects VHDL as target language. Based on VS2005 platform, this scheme implements the construction of Ladder Diagram, compilation, simulation and other functions. This paper focuses on researching the construction method of Ladder Diagram, converting Ladder Diagram into Boolean equation and generating VHDL program by Boolean equivalence. The construction method of Ladder Diagram based on parallel-series hierarchical nested list and the implementing method of Boolean equivalence based on double-layer lists are proposed. Finally the correctness of the scheme is verified through an example.
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1. Introduction
Programmable logic controller (PLCs) has become an indispensable control unit in the industrial control field. But the performance of traditional PLC will be restricted by the length of ladder diagram and the operation speed of the microprocessor. It is difficult to adapt to the requirements of high-speed control in modern industry. Therefore, figuring out a way to realize high-speed control becomes more and more important [1].

Field programmable gate array (FPGA) has characteristics of supporting high-speed parallel execution and hardware configuration [2-3]. Realizing the function of PLC by it can greatly improve the execution speed of control logic and this is an important way to solve the current problems of PLC.

The core of implementing PLC based on FPGA is how to convert IEC61131-3 standard language into hardware description language. Ikeshita converted SFC to Verilog language [4]; Ichikawa implemented the research and conversion to the framework of instruction table translation into HDL [5]. But [4, 5] documents don’t implement the conversion of the LD that is widely used, and also have indirect and hidden problems.

Combining John T’s research on implementing the ladder diagram logic by FPGA [6] and Jae Ick Lee’s optimizational method on the VHDL program [7], this paper presents the structure algorithm of LD based on hierarchical nested lists structure and conversion algorithm of Boolean equivalence based on double-layer lists. Finally the conversion from the LD to VHDL is realized.

2. Design of PLC based on FPGA
2.1. Hardware framework.
The hardware framework of FPGA-based PLC is shown in Figure 1. This framework includes FPGA chip, I/O unit, A/D module, reset circuit, power supply circuit, program memory chip EPCS4, JTAC download port etc. ISA interface is used for communication with host computer, I/O unit and A/D module are used for acquisition of digital and analog signals.
2.1 Software Framework

VHDL consists of two modules: One is ISA communication decoding module, which packages address decoding and latches data into the interface package. The other is generation module of VHDL program that has equivalent function with the ladder diagram. The difficult and key technology is how to convert the ladder diagram into VHDL.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 1. FPGA-based PLC Hardware Framework

2.3. Generation of Control Program

The process is as follows: The first step is to convert the LD into VHDL program. (1) Determine the basic elements of constructing the LD; (2) Implement the construction of LD and logical preservation; (3) Convert the LD into Boolean equivalence; (4) Distribute trigger signal and generate VHDL program. The second step is to compost and implement VHDL program in FPGA devices. (1) The VHDL program is taken as the input of design for functional simulation to complete the preliminary function detection; (2) Build logic net lists and take post simulation to check whether the results are consistent with the design; (3) Use the placement and routing function to configure the logic net lists and the bottom unit to the FPGA chip, and to correctly connect the components. (4) Feedback the delay information of placement and routing to the lists, and test whether there are timing violations by the timing simulation. (5) Generate data files, then the files are downloaded and tested in the FPGA.

3. Construction of Ladder Diagram

A lot of researches, on the construction of the LD, have been done at home and abroad. Hasegawa M. presented that the ladder diagram could be described by Petri net [8-9]. Tan Jinjie proposed to store the ladder diagram with double linked lists [10]. But all of them can't express the topological structure of the LD briefly and effectively for a lot of redundant information to deal with. Lv Junbai proposed a method, based on crossed lists, to convert a LD into sentence table [11]. Isolated points were easy to cause by this method, which was based on directed graph and classified according to the icon and connector. Ge Fen put converting the LD into instruction list based on the AOVand binary tree [12]. Huang Liwen directly converted LD into structure text (ST) based on the AOV [13]. However, this application was prone to produce miscarriages for virtual vertices and multiple parallel. This paper introduces parallel-series hierarchical lists, which can realize the construction of LD easily.

3.1. Data Structure of the Ladder Diagram

The basic structure of constructing ladder diagram, shown in Figure 2, contains CLDProject class, CLDStep class and other three classes (CLDSeries class, CLDParallel class, CLDUsual class), which were based on CObject class.

CLDUsual class implements the definition of usual properties, such as elements' display position, remark, etc. Shown in Figure 3(a). The subclass of the basic elements were generated from CLDUsual class, which realized operation on basic components [14]. The most important parts in LD structure are the logical relationship and how to realize parallel-series, shown in Figure 3 (b), (c).
3.2. Constructive Algorithms of the Ladder Diagram

The insert action can be implemented through InsertLDUsual() function. (1) The program finds out the series pointer and its cursor's position by recursive algorithm. (2) Adding new elements and doing after-processing. InsertLDUsual() function calls InsertLDBasic()
function to achieve the specific implementation of each step, such as refresh location assignment process etc. The flowchart of InsertLDBasic() function is shown in Figure 4. The parallel-series hierarchical structure, ensures the logical relationship of basic elements, realize the control of internal logic by ladder diagram.

4. Generation of Boolean Equivalence
4.1. Data Structure of Boolean Equivalence
Converting the LD into Boolean equivalence is a key step for VHDL is compatible with Boolean equivalence. The equivalent form does not support the timer, so its functions need be extended, e.g. Illustrating by example is shown in Figure 5(a),(b), and respectively correspond to $Y_1 := !X_1 \& X_2 \& (X_3 \& X_4)$; $C_2(K_{10}) := X_2$, $Y_2 := C_2$.

![Figure 5. Example of LD-equivalence](image)

The data structure of Boolean equivalence after expanding its function is shown in Figure 6.

```
typedef struct BooleanExTag { // Head of Boolean equivalence
    int xuhao;  // Step serial number
    Leaf* singletag; // Single element unique nature
    Single* arclink; // The head pointer of step
    BooleanEx* nextRang; // The head of next expression
    }BooleanEx;
```

```
typedef struct SingleTag { // The structure of single element
    #define AND 1 // Type number
    #define OR 2
    #define Contacts 3
    //......
    int type; // Number of element Type
    int relation; // Number of series and parallel
    Leaf* singletag; // The unique properties of single element
    Single* singlelist; // Pointing to the list of order elements
    Single* singlelink; // Pointing to the list of same layer element
    }Single;
```

```
typedef struct ContactTag
    // Generally enter the structure of leaf
    { char name[MAX]; // Enter the name of leaves
    Bool InOut; // Normally open/closed
    Contact;
    typdef struct TimerTag { // Timer structure
        { char name[MAX]; // Timer name
        int delay; // Timer delay time
    }Timer;
```

```
typedef struct LeafTag
    // A community of single-element
    union
    Contacts con;
    Coil coil;
    Timer tim;
    ......;
    }Leaf;
```

![Figure 6. Data Structure of Boolean Equivalence](image)

4.2. Algorithm of Generating Boolean Equivalence
The core of the algorithm is to obtain a Boolean equivalence which corresponds to a single step; Figure 7 is a flowchart of single step.
The process of converting LD into Boolean equivalence is as follows: (1) Open nodes for output of the first step and rank them. If the number is more than 2, a AND node will be distributed. Or, the next step will be carried out. (3) Scan every element pointed by series pointers circularly from the step head, as well the internal of element. If the scan series are encountered in parallel attribute, an OR node will be assigned and linked. Or, a AND node is assigned and linked. Repeating step (3) until all the basic elements of the step has linked. (4) The latter step links to the former step and does the same processing.

A set of Boolean equivalent form is generated in the conversion process, and its structure is a group of double linked lists. The head node is output of each step, and each head node links to the step inside logical in order to map the step’s order and internal parallel-series logic relationship into linked lists that has Boolean equivalence structure.

5. Generation of VHDL program

5.1. Running Mode of the Ladder Diagram

In order to obtain PLC Running mode on the FPGA, not only did LD’s logic need be achieved by VHDL program, but also the control method of PLC will be converted to VHDL program in this paper. In the same process, characteristic of VHDL statement is concurrency and PLC is sequential, shown in Figure 8.

From the graph, we observe that these VHDL programs corresponding to the two groups’ LD are same. The program is shown in Figure 9(a). Therefore, the running mode of LD need be considered.
VHDL language's clock event has been used to make Boolean equivalence be arranged according to the order of ladder diagram. The process is shown in Figure 9(b). Because the \( Q_{n+1}=D \) characteristic of the D latch, self-lock of the LD can be converted. The rising and falling edges elements of LD can be equivalent by using D trigger.

5.2. Generation and Optimization of VHDL

Although the VHDL program can be generated by adding head and clock to Boolean equivalence list, the more efficient VHDL program should be obtained by further optimization. Using CSG theory as reference, the directed and undirected graphs can be used for further optimization of the VHDL program, as the instance shown in Figure 10(a).

The first step, the directed and undirected graphs of output element can be obtained by traversing the Boolean equivalence, correspond to Figure 10(b) and (c), and their adjacency matrixes correspond to the A1, A2.

\[
A_1 = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\qquad
A_2 = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The second step, traverse undirected graph matrix by the row. These elements that were link to all of other elements are extracted (full-connected elements), and new adjacency matrix of the undirected graph are established by these elements. Y1 element is isolated in the instance and adjacency matrixes correspond to the A3.

\[
A_3 = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The third step, the relation between directed graphs can be obtained by traversing adjacency matrix of the directed graph. The Y2 and Y4 are compressed together to simplify undirected graph matrix and isolate independent elements that are Y24 (Y2 and Y4) and Y3.

Full-connected elements Y1 and independent elements Y3 are first excited, and then the other independent elements are excited according to the order. As shown in Table 1.
Data structure after traversing can be obtained by expanding the structure tree. The format is shown in Figure 11.

![Figure 11. The Format of Data Structure after Traversing](image)

The order of Boolean equivalence has been rearranged through the graphical optimization process, and a process will be assigned after interpreting every Boolean equivalence logic. If just the general logic, it will be directly allocated to the process; if the timer/counter output is contained, the conversion process in the VHDL program will be interpreted as a timer/counter, and they will be distributed the corresponding parameter; The trigger signal is orderly distributed according to the Order sequence, the processes with same Order are distributed the same trigger signal. The complete VHDL program can be obtained by adding the input and output illustrations and the communication package to the entity and the structure.

5.3. A Verified Instance

The tool magazine control platform of CNC system is shown in Figure 12.

![Figure 12. Experimental Platform Framework](image)

Figure 13. The LD Fragment of Tool Magazine and Compilation Process
After DAOKU.vhd acquired the ISA interface package, the instructions data of the host computer sends to the bus have been latched by the address decoding, which can excite the control logic of tool magazine and drive the tool magazine move. The state of the tool magazine can be obtained by scanning feedback signal. Fragment of the tool magazine LD program is shown in Figure 13(a).

![Figure 13(a)](image)

The complete VHDL procedures can be got after the tool magazine LD was compiled, and the state machine was used to control the excitation sequence. The process is show in Figure 13(b).

The VHDL program corresponding to the ladder diagram segment is shown in Figure 14. dff is a D trigger, which will be call on the rising or falling edges of ladder diagram.

Use Modelsim_Altera to simulate the VHDL program. The simulation results of unload 2 tool and load the 3 tool is shown in Fig.15. After address decoded the Txx instruction which was sent by the host computer, the data [15-0] are latched and data [3-0] signals are passed to the X4-X1 separately to trigger the logic.

![Figure 15](image)

(1) In the first 4 clock, FPGA receives the T2 instruction from the host computer, pulls M2 and trigger Y0. Then the tool magazine rotates and stops until to No. 2 cutter location; Trigger Y2 and moves tools until it pressures the forward limit switch, Y4 will be triggered to open the air pump in order to unload 2 tool. (2) In the next 3 clock, FPGA receives the T11 instruction and pulls M50 to output Y4 in order to close the air pump. (3) In the next 4 clock, FPGA receives the T3 instruction, and pulls M3 to trigger Y0. Then the tool magazine rotates and stops until to No. 3 cutter location. Low Y4 to control air pump in order to clamp the 3 tool. (4) In the last 5 clock, FPGA receives the T12 instruction and pulls M51 to trigger Y3 to control the tool back. When the tool pressures the rear limit switch, Y1 is triggered to control the tool reversal until to the original location.

Right timing sequence action can be obtained from the above analysis. Programs, which need 15 instruction cycles in the traditional PLC, can be executed within a few clock
cycles in FPGA and achieve the same function as LD. The tool control can be realized after downloading the program to FPGA.

6. Conclusion
PLC, based on FPGA, can greatly improve the speed of logic control. In this paper, the conversion from IEC61131-3 standard language to hardware description language was researched and software converting the ladder diagram into VHDL program was developed. The software implemented the generation of ladder diagram structure, Boolean equivalence and VHDL program. The control of tool magazine was realized by PLC based on FPGA. Research shows that PLC, based on FPGA, plays an important role in promoting the development of high-speed PLC control.
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